
2012-05-11 - infinity order placed
2012-05-18 - vdsl modem and hub delivered
2012-05-22 - infinity install scheduled (am)
infinity engineer rings me and tells me there is battery contact and he won't do the install
ring bt, report the fault, pstn engineer scheduled for 2012-05-25
bt infinity install rescheduled TWELVE working days away (2012-06-08)
moan at them for the absurd lead time, get £10 credit
2012-05-25 - pstn engineer turns up (pm and I wasn't at home) apparently pokes about in 
the bt66 and goes away supposedly clearing the fault
2012-06-08 - infinity engineer rings me and tells me there is battery contact and he won't 
do the install
i ring bt, complain about the incompetence of the pstn engineer and ask how he managed 
to close the fault (person i spoke to actually seems to care about my problem)
am told an sfi will fix my fault over the weekend and will be updated on monday
am credited 1 month of free infinity
complain that the automated system has scheduled my next install for the 22nd - am 
assured that this date will be brought forward once the fault is cleared
2012-06-11 - rung by someone at bt, told my fault will be fixed by wednesday
2012-06-13 - texted by bt to tell me a copper faultsman will fix my fault by friday
2012-06-15 - am rung by bt to tell me a multi-skilled engineer will visit on monday, fix my 
fault AND do my infinity install (pm)
2012-06-18 - engineer turns up on time, however although he could do my fibre install its 
not part of this allocated job and he sadly doesn't have the required service information
lets me look over his shoulder while he's working and shows me results from his mole etc, 
isolates me a spare pair (with bad a-b but no battery), goes through several access points 
back to the cab at the end of the street, swaps my pair in the middle (resulting in me 
having a pair with no battery and good a-b)
initial battery on my line was ~15v, by the time we get to the cab it has reduced to ~3v
his attitude is that his job is to fix my fault in the best way possible, not to meet his timeslot 
(he tidies away spare pairs etc as he goes too)
he shows me the original fast test result (fail - battery contact)
he shows me the current fast test result (ok)
he does an exfo pair quality test - everything passes (ok / good)
job done, extremely happy with his work
just at the end (whilst the exfo test is running) i am rung by bt cs - they tell me that my fibre 
install is confirmed for the 22nd. i ask if there is an earlier install date available and remind 
them i was promised one (cease date for my current adsl is also the 22nd), they say there 
is nothing they can do - can't be bothered to argue
2012-06-22 - infinity engineer actually turns up - pair quality test passes, equipment 
installed in under 20mins
78.7mbps sync

successful install 6 weeks and 5 engineers later
utterly pathetic customer service throughout (except for the highly commendable work by 
bill buckley - and he had to come all the way from devon!)


